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Abstract
A major concern in language assessment is that test results or
scores may not be generalizable to real-world language use, in
view of the fact that test situations may be inherently different
from more authentic settings. If this were the case, tests would
probably yield invalid results. In this regard, this pilot study
aims to shed light on the construct underlying listening-tosummarize tasks and the extent to which this task type can
capture the processes used in real-world communication. Four
Thai ESL learners participated in the study. They were asked to
perform four listening-to-summarize tasks: two requiring an
oral summary of listening and two requiring a written
summary. Immediately after each task’s completion, stimulated
recall was conducted. The results show that the participants
engaged in eight processes in their attempts to complete the
tasks. These processes can be categorized into three main
categories of processing: linguistic, semantic and discourse
processing. The paper concludes that listening-to-summarize
tasks can tap into the processes which are utilised by proficient
listeners and necessary for successful academic listening.
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1. Introduction
Integrated test tasks, which include both receptive and productive language skills in
task performance, are said to mirror academic literacy activity and reflect the ability to use
language in authentic situations (Brown, Iwashita, & McNamara, 2005; Lewkowicz, 1997;
Plakans, 2008; Plakans & Gebril, 2012; Weigle & Parker, 2012; Weir, 1990). Describing the
construct underlying integrated test tasks is, however, not straightforward. Since at least two
language skills are involved in task performance, it remains ambiguous what abilities are
truly assessed by this task type and what abilities contribute to either success or failure in
performance. In fact, when the underlying construct is not clearly understood or well defined,
it is difficult for test developers to support their claims about construct representation and
relevance and the usefulness of their tests. In this regard, the present study investigates the
construct or abilities assessed by this task type by looking into the cognitive processes and
sources of knowledge employed to complete the tasks.
To justify the meaning and value of test scores, it is crucial to study construct validity.
A fundamental feature of construct validity, as discussed by Messick (1995), is construct
representation, which might not be achieved only through relevant content and operative
processes, such as examining the correlation of test scores with other external measures. A set
of construct indicators, including cognitive processes, strategies and knowledge
(metacognitive or self-knowledge) that are applied in task performance, is needed to explain
the construct underlying test tasks (Messick, 1995). Thus construct validation has to take into
account the meaning of test scores, not only in relation to test items but also to test takers and
the context of assessment (Messick, 1995). This is needed in order to provide evidence and a
rationale to support the trustworthiness of score interpretation and use (Messick, 1995). By
investigating construct validity in this manner, research can explain the degree to which
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interpretations and inferences made on the basis of test scores are appropriate and plausible
(Bachman & Palmer, 1996; Chapelle, 1999; Messick, 1995; Xi, 2008). In addition, it can
point to evidence that supports or discounts inferences or arguments made on the basis of test
results (Messick, 1995).
The present study, in particular, focuses on the listening construct underlying
listening-to-summarize tasks that include academic lectures as input. Listening is required in
a variety of communicative events in academic settings, e.g. lectures, group discussions,
tutorials, seminars and meetings with a supervisor. If students are to participate successfully
in academic communication, they must have the ability to process and respond to spoken
language (Lynch, 2011). Despite its importance, listening remains the least understood of the
four language skills because of its ephemeral nature which is not directly observable (Buck,
2001; Field, 2013; Lynch, 2011; Rost, 2002). Though previous research has attempted to
identify the construct underlying integrated test tasks (e.g., Brown et al., 2005; Cumming,
Grant, Mulcahy-Ernt, & Powers, 2004; Frost, Elder, & Wigglesworth, 2011; Gebril, 2010;
Gebril & Plakans, 2013, 2014; Plakans & Gebril, 2012), only a few studies aimed to
investigate the construct of test tasks integrating a listening source text (e.g. Brown et al.,
2005; Cumming et al., 2004; Frost et al., 2011). As for the studies that focus on integrated
listening, they rely mainly on linguistic analysis of task performance to identify the test
construct. None of them appeared to investigate participants’ mental processes using
stimulated recall. As acknowledged by language test educators (e.g. Bachman & Palmer,
2010; Messick, 1995), an investigation of cognitive processes utilized by the test takers is
necessarily important in the description of the construct underlying the task due to the fact
that it reveals thinking processes and knowledge used to complete the test tasks. Further
research along this line is thus warranted.
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Informed by Messick’s (1995) construct validity, the study conceptualizes the
construct underlying the listening-to-summarise tasks as the mental processes that test-takers
engage in while performing the tasks. Data on test takers’ cognitive processes is gathered and
described using a cognitive process framework for listening. Literature related to the
cognitive process framework and contributing factors of effective L2 listening is reviewed in
the next section. Information concerning the research instruments, participants, data
collection procedures and analysis is included in the research methodology section, followed
by a discussion of research findings and a conclusion.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Cognitive process framework for listening

The description of the cognitive processes involved in listening-to-summarize tasks in
the present study is framed by Field’s (2013) cognitive processing framework. This model
has been adopted for the following reasons. Firstly, it is a listening-based framework that
takes into account both individual traits and the interaction between a listener and listening
task, which is crucial when describing the listening construct (Buck & Tatsuoka, 1998; Rost,
2002). Secondly, this model has been established and modified on the basis of the processes
used by proficient listeners in various contexts, including an academic environment, which is
the context that the present study aims to generalize. Lastly, the model notes the role of
higher-level processes which are required in real-world academic listening and which the
tasks employed in the present study aim to tap into.
In this cognitive processing framework (see Figure 1), Field (2013) explains that
successful listening performance entails five main levels of processing: 1) input decoding, 2)
lexical search, 3) parsing, 4) meaning construction, and 5) discourse construction. These five
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levels, as presented in the shaded boxes, are subdivided into lower-level processes and
higher-level processes.
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Figure 1: Field’s cognitive processing framework for listening adapted from Field (2013)

Lower-level listening processes or linguistic processing involves the first three levels
from the bottom (input decoding, word search and parsing), occurring when a message is
being decoded into language. Higher-level processes, the top two processes, are associated
with meaning and discourse construction. Although the processes are presented in a linear
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order, it does not necessarily mean one stage of processing waits for one or more others.
Language processes, as noted in this model, often act in a parallel and interactive manner.
The numbering is thus used only to represent the levels. The oval shaped boxes in the figure
indicate the output of each stage of processing.
Lower-level processes
Lower-level processes, according to Field (2013), involve three levels of linguistic
processing, input decoding, word search, and parsing. Field (2013) indicates that listening
processing starts from recognizing acoustic input and developing this to obtain a
phonological string via input decoding, a set of words from lexical searching, and an abstract
proposition via parsing. In input decoding, proficient listeners depend on their phonological
knowledge to access a sequence of speech-like sounds and convert these sounds into
representations that match the phonological system of the language being spoken (Field,
2013). At this level of processing, the listeners recognize a string of phonemes, some of
which are marked as syllables of words. In a lexical search, the listeners map sounds to
spoken word forms. Based on their lexical knowledge, the listeners have to determine word
boundaries and identify words which are either content or function words in connected
speech. At the level of parsing, the listeners segment units in the connected speech and
construct propositions by applying their syntactic knowledge, understanding of standard word
order, and intonation group boundaries.
Higher-level processes
Higher-level processes involve two levels of processing, meaning and discourse
construction (Field, 2013). Listeners start to construct the meaning of what they have heard
by relating the propositions obtained from lower-level processing, which is context-
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independent, to their own schemata or concepts of knowledge they have developed. At this
level, it is the task of the listeners to relate the propositions to the circumstances in which
they were produced in order to extract their full meaning and relevance. The raw meaning of
the speaker’s words is often insufficient to convey the complete meaning of a text (Field,
2013). The listeners, therefore, have to supply additional information to comprehend what is
said in a number of ways. One way to do this is to use pragmatic forms of language to
interpret the speaker’s intention. The listeners may also have to use contextual and semantic
knowledge to relate propositions to the context in which they occur. The listener may, in
addition, have to infer what the speaker left unsaid from what they have just heard or
backtrack to what was being said or what was said earlier.
Discourse construction relates to four processes that the listeners apply to construct
their understanding of a spoken text. As presented by Kintsch and van Dijk (1978), these
processes are selecting, integrating, self-monitoring and structure building. Selecting is when
the listeners assesse the relevance of an incoming piece of information, e.g. whether it is the
repetition of a point made earlier or the central point of the topic being developed. On the
basis of this consideration, the listeners may store the information being processed or discard
it as irrelevant. Integrating is when the listener adds one or more new pieces of information to
the discourse representation being developed. It involves recognizing conceptual links
between incoming information and that already processed. Self-monitoring entails comparing
whether a new piece of information is consistent with what has been processed before. If not,
the listener has to consider whether the new judgement is correct or question whether what
they have understood earlier and recall is correct. Structure building is when the listeners
have to prioritize and organize the information they have stored according to its importance
and relevance. A more proficient listener is able to build a more complex information
structure than a less proficient one.
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Field (2013) has pointed out that the processes described in this framework are built
on the L1 listening comprehension processes. Successful listening, which means the listeners
have a clear concept of what the speaker intends to say, depends not only on linguistic
processing (input decoding, lexical search and syntactic parsing), but also on higher-level
processes (meaning and discourse construction). While lower-level processes enable the
listeners to produce propositions and understand the literal meaning of the message being
conveyed, higher-level processes assist the listeners in relating the incoming message to their
existing knowledge and building a knowledge structure, resulting in a complete
understanding of the message. To achieve complete comprehension, the listeners must
engage in both levels of processing. Higher-level comprehension is not really possible if
lower-order processes are not working efficiently.
2.2 Factors contributing to effective L2 listening

L2 listening comprehension appears to be restricted by two main factors: the level of
listener’s knowledge and the level of expertise or automaticity in processing (Buck, 2001;
Field, 2013; Rost, 2002). The knowledge involved in language processing concerns both
linguistic and non-linguistic knowledge. Linguistic knowledge or language-related
knowledge is a domain of information in the individual’s memory, and it is available for use
in tandem with metacognitive strategies to create and interpret discourse in language use
(Bachman & Palmer, 1996). Language knowledge comprises two broad categories:
organizational and pragmatic. Organizational knowledge includes grammatical knowledge,
knowledge of vocabulary, knowledge of syntax and knowledge of phonology/graphology
(Bachman & Palmer, 1996; 2010). In listening processing, this type of knowledge is
employed mainly in linguistic processing. It enables the listener to encode speech into
linguistic units, detect phonetic features and recognize words in connected speech in order to
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interpret the incoming text. Pragmatic knowledge is generally activated at a high level of
processing, i.e. meaning and discourse construction (Field, 2013; Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978;
Rost, 2002). It entails functional and sociolinguistic knowledge, both of which enable the
listener to interpret text discourse by relating utterances or sentences to the speaker’s
intention and to the characteristics of the language-use setting (Bachman & Palmer, 1996).
Another type of knowledge that affects L2 listening is the cultural or world knowledge that
the listener brings to a listening situation (Field, 2013; Rost, 2002). Such knowledge is
shaped by the listener’s cultural background and experience. Similar to pragmatic knowledge,
cultural knowledge is activated mainly in high-level processing (Field, 2013; Rost, 2002).
The listener has to apply this type of knowledge, especially when he or she has to make
inferences or references relevant to the message being delivered in order to understand its full
and essential meaning.
Effective L2 listening depends not only on the listener’s knowledge but also the
degree to which he or she can process knowledge automatically (Field, 2013; Rost, 2002). As
indicated in the previous section, listening ability integrates a number of psycholinguistic
abilities working in a parallel and interactive manner. Rost (2002) divides these into four
levels: neurological processing, linguistic processing, semantic processing and pragmatic
processing, which Field (2013) categorizes into two levels of processing based on the level of
cognitive development, i.e., lower-level and high-level processes. Lower-level processes
entail linguistic processing consisting of decoding, word search and syntactic parsing while
higher-level processes comprise meaning and discourse construction. Under normal
circumstances, linguistic or lower-level processes are considered to be fundamental to
listening and the skills that must be acquired prior to the development of higher processes, i.e.
semantic and pragmatic or discourse processes (Field, 2013).
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L2 processing occurs in association with automatic and controlled processing
(Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977). Automatic processes are cognitive processes that are well
developed and which put little or no demand on processing capacity (Shiffrin & Schneider,
1977). They do not require conscious attention and are therefore unavailable to conscious
awareness (Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977). Controlled processes, on the other hand, are
conscious. They require attention and are used flexibly in changing circumstances (Shiffrin &
Schneider, 1977). In fact, what is necessary for complete text comprehension is automatic
word recognition and syntactic analysis (Goh, 2002). When these lower level processes
become automatic, more cognitive capacity is freed up for higher-level processing, such as
making references and inferences and constructing meaning (Goh, 2002). If there is difficulty
in processing a message at the level of linguistic processing, such as sound perception or
word recognition, language users have little cognitive capacity remaining for higher-level
processing, resulting in incomplete comprehension (Goh, 2002).
In conclusion, the literature indicates that there is a major problem in the use of
integrated test tasks to assess L2 performance, which relates to a lack of clarity concerning
the abilities assessed by the tasks. Particularly in the case of tasks that include listening input,
i.e. listening-to-summarize tasks, it remains unclear what listening abilities are performed and
measured. One way to investigate the construct or abilities underlying the language test task,
as acknowledged by language testers (e.g., Bachman & Palmer, 1996; 2010; Messick, 1995)
is to look into cognitive processes test takers used during the task performance. Cognitive
processing, as pointed out by listening researchers (e.g., Buck, 2001; Field, 2013; Rost,
2002), depends upon several types of knowledge, including both linguistic (e.g.,
phonological, lexical, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic knowledge) and non-linguistic
knowledge (e.g., topical and world knowledge). In addition, cognitive processing has been
found to vary from one listener to another, depending on their competence and abilities to use
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such knowledge to process for understanding. Investigation of cognitive processes and
sources of knowledge used during integrated task performance, thus, can point to the
construct or abilities assessed this task type.
The present study attempts to describe the listening construct underlying integrated
listening tasks, e.g. listening-to-summarise tasks, by answering the following research
questions.
a) What cognitive listening processes do ESL test-takers engage in while performing
academic listening-to-summarize tasks?
b) Are there any differences in the listening processes involved when different
language modalities, namely speaking and writing, are required for summary
production?
3. Research methodology
3.1 Listening-to-summarize task materials

The task materials used in the present study comprise four test items adapted from
PTE Academic.1 Two tasks require participants to orally summarize a listening passage
(listening-speaking tasks) and the other two require a written summary of the listening text
(listening-writing tasks). The listening-speaking tasks were adapted from the Re-tell Lecture
items, which originally ask test takers to retell what they have heard. The listening-writing
tasks were taken from the Summarize Spoken Text items. An image related to the content of
the listening input was added to each of the two tasks. The purpose of the modification is
firstly to make the four tasks investigated comparable in terms of what test takers are
supposed to do, and secondly, to study whether different language modalities (speaking and

1

Pearson Test of English Academic – an English proficiency test for non-native English speakers who need to
demonstrate their academic English ability for university admission or professional purposes.
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writing) have an impact on listening processes. The listening input for each task is 60 to 80
seconds.
Strictly following PTE Academic guidelines, the participants are allowed to listen
once only but they can take notes while listening. For the listening-speaking tasks, after
listening the participants have 10 seconds to prepare and then 40 seconds to give their oral
summary. For each of the listening-writing tasks, participants have 10 minutes to write a 50–
70 word summary of what they hear.
3.2 Participants

Four Thai students at Lancaster University (one undergraduate and three
postgraduates) participated in a pilot study. For reasons of anonymity, they are referred to in
the finding section as P1, P2, P3 and P4. Based on their performance scores, participants
were categorized into two groups: moderate scoring participants (P1, P3 and P4) and a low
scoring participant (P2).
3.3 Data collection procedures

Data were collected on a one-to-one basis in the following order:
1) Completion of a background questionnaire
2) Completion of two sample listening-to-summarize items (one listening-speaking
task and one listening-writing task), in order to familiarize participants with the
item type and reduce test anxiety
3) Completion of four listening-to-summarize tasks, i.e. two tasks requiring an oral
summary (listening-speaking) and two tasks requiring a written summary
(listening-writing). These tasks were presented to the participants as a PowerPoint
presentation (PPT), which was timed and set to play automatically when
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participants clicked on the start button. A counterbalanced design was employed
in the task delivery with the aim of minimizing the effects of task sequencing on
performance. With this design, the participants began the test with different tasks.
4) Participation in a stimulated recall immediately after each task completion. This
was carried out in the participants’ first language, in this case Thai. 2 In each recall
which took about 15-20 minutes to complete, the participants were first presented
with the video recorded during their task performance. Then they were invited to
explain what they were paying attention to or thinking about while listening.
3.4 Data analysis

The data were analysed as follows.
1) Analysis of task performance. Two experienced human raters scored all the task
responses, using the human rater version of the PTE Academic scoring criteria, in
order to evaluate performance level. The oral summaries were scored on three
aspects: content, pronunciation and fluency. The written summaries were marked for
content, grammar, vocabulary, form and spelling.
2) Analysis of stimulated recall data. The stimulated recall data were transcribed and
analysed to identify cognitive listening processes. Following the notion of qualitative
data analysis suggested by Gass and Mackey (2000), the data were categorized into
episodes. The data were first segmented into what appear to be plausible units that
correspond to Field’s (2013) cognitive listening processes (see Section 2.1). For
example, the following extract, obtained from one pilot study participant’s protocol,
was segmented into two chunks.
[Chunk_1] When I heard ‘handicraft’, I told myself that it was about hand-made
stuff, // [Chunk_2] but then it [the audio-recording] didn’t say anything about
2

The quotes in the findings section are translated from Thai.
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items or products. Until I heard, ‘his father’, ‘he’, ‘him’, and ‘the great
scientist’, I realized immediately that the listening was about a person [Hans
Krebs], not about ‘handicraft’, as I had previously misunderstood.//

The first chunk (Chunk_1) indicates that the participant was trying to identify the
word and its meaning she heard, which in this case she thought was ‘handicraft’. This
chunk was analysed to correspond to and categorized as lexical processing. The
second chunk (Chunk_2) shows that the participants was trying to create a semantic
relation between the words/phrases she heard in order to understand the real meaning
of what she has been listening to. The participant linked ‘his father’, ‘he’, ‘the great
scientist’ together and then realized that the audio was giving information about a
person whose name was Hans Krebs, not about the hand-made as she understood in
the beginning of the listening. This chunk corresponds to and was, thus, classified as
semantic processing, i.e. reference making, in Field’s framework.

4. Findings
Table 1 summarizes the cognitive listening processes demonstrated during the
listening-to-summarize task performances obtained from stimulated recall data. Overall, the
results show that the participants engaged in both lower- and higher- level processes to
complete the tasks. Eight cognitive processes, in particular, were identified and categorized
into three main types of processing: linguistic, semantic and discourse. Different language
modalities (speaking and writing) required after the listening appeared to slightly affect the
way the participants approached their listening tasks. Although the participants appear to
employ the same processes, their performance scores show that they achieved different levels
of success in their processing. Successful processing was found to depend, to a large extent,
on the participant’s linguistic and topical knowledge.
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Table 1: Cognitive listening processes
Cognitive processes adopted by a proficient listener,
as proposed by Field (2013)
Levels
of Types of Listening processes
processing
processing

Processes demonstrated by
the participants
Low
Moderate
scorer* scorers**
P2
P1
P3
P4




Lower-level
Linguistic 1) Input decoding
processes




2) Word search




3) Syntactic parsing



Higher-level Semantic
1) Identifying a speaker’s
processes
purpose/context




2) Inferencing

3) Referencing
Discourse
1) Selecting
2)
Integrating/linking
pieces of information

3) Self-monitoring

4) Structural building
*Average task performance score is lower than 40%
**Average task performance score is between 40% and 65%

1) Linguistic/lower-level processes
At the level of linguistic processing, three processes are found, namely input
decoding, word search and syntactic parsing.
1.1) Input decoding
Input decoding, as described by Field (2013), is the lowest level of processing that
takes place prior to word recognition. Words are recognized through the interaction of
perceived sounds and context; and when listening to familiar words, this processing occurs
automatically (Field, 2013). In this pilot study, only one participant (P1) explicitly indicated
that he conducted input decoding. He describes, “here [the participant points to the video
recorded while he was performing the task] I didn’t know what the word was. I guessed from
the sound I heard.” The other three participants did not appear to engage in explicit input
decoding. However, one can infer that they did use decoding, as they appeared to be able to
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recognize words in connected speech as indicated in the next type of linguistic processing,
i.e. word search.
1.2) Word search
All participants began their stimulated recall by describing that they were
searching for key words while listening. For instance, P2 indicated, “I heard ‘cells’, ‘human
body’, ‘science’ and ‘study’ and noted all the words down.” P3 included in her notes, ‘talent’,
‘really mean’, ‘high management’, ‘high ability’, ‘passenger happy’ and ‘I use the term to
mean’. Then, from the words they recognized, they identified the points/ideas (propositions)
in the listening task.
Although all the participants indicated that they started with word search when the
listening began, it was found that moderate scoring participants (P1, P3 and P4) recognized
words faster and more accurately than the low scorer, and as a result the moderate scoring
participants were able to identify and infer the main points after listening to only a few
sentences. P1, for example, said:
When the listening started, I basically listened for vocabulary. Fortunately I
recognized almost every word in the listening. I immediately understood it [the
listening].
1.3) Syntactic parsing
The participants were found to adopt syntactic parsing for two purposes: to predict
what was coming next in the listening and to build up propositions. Three participants (P1,
P2, and P4) mention that they used syntactic parsing to predict what they were going to hear
later.
P4 remarked:
Here I was predicting that the speaker was going to talk about the definitions of
talent because he said before, ‘different ways of defining things restrictive, broad
and meaningless’.
P2 reported:
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I know that he [the speaker] was going to talk about something in contrast because
he said ‘however… ’.
In addition to syntactic parsing, all participants were found to make use of non-verbal
information, (an image) provided as a supplement to the audio text, in order to recognize the
words in connected speech and also to predict what the speaker was going to say next. For
example, P1 commented:
I predicted that the speaker was going to compare between the corruption and the
income rate from the two graphs I saw while listening.
Two participants (P1 and P2) used syntactic parsing to build up their propositions. P1
explained:
I have written in my note, ‘as a result, ____ caused a disease’. I know that the
missing word was a noun, so I put ‘not having enough calcium in your blood’ in
the blank. It was a gerund phrase which I thought could function as a noun.
P2 used the word ‘famous’ in her proposition of ‘he [Hans Krebs] is _____ for Krebs’s
cycle’, because, as this participant said, “I know it needs an adjective and the adjective that
often goes with for is ‘famous’.”
2) Semantic processes
Semantic processing, according to Field (2013), occurs when the listener is trying to
understand the text beyond the literal meaning of the words uttered. It involves identifying
the speaker’s intention, inferencing and referencing, all of which were used by the
participants.
2.1) Identifying speaker’s intention
Field (2013) indicates that to comprehend a text, the listener also has to infer what
the speaker leaves unsaid for whatever reason, e.g. believing it does not need to be included.
The speaker’s words are often insufficient to convey the full meaning of a message; and so
the listener must identify what the real meaning of the message is. In this study, one
participant (P1) was found to attempt to identify the speaker’s intention in conveying a
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message. P1 mentioned, “I think the speaker just wanted to add to the main point when he
said ‘no matter what parents say kids just do’.“
2.2) Inferencing
On the basis of a few points that they could figure out, the participants started to
identify the main points of the listening text. They did this by inferring from the words they
noted down along with their background knowledge. For example, P2 stated:
While listening, I had no idea what it [the audio text] was about at the beginning.
Then, when I heard about ‘cells’, ‘human body’, ‘science’ and ‘study’, I assumed
it was about a scientist.
However, it was found that the participant’s topical knowledge caused one moderate scoring
participant to misunderstand the story. As P4 stated:
When I heard ‘Hans Krebs’ and ‘he is a great scientist’, I know that it was about a
person. I studied about his life and work when I was in high school and I still
remember his theory. I predicted that the story was about his life when he was a
child and how he became famous.
It should be noted that, in the listening passage, Hans Krebs is only mentioned as an example
of people who overcame obstacles and were successful in their life. This example is not the
main point of the passage, but the participant misinterpreted it as the main point and thus
scored “0” for content. This participant scored far less on this item than on the items she
reported not having any content background on.
2.3) Referencing
Only one participant clearly demonstrated making use of referencing or linking
reference words (e.g. he, him, this, what I just said, these factors) to their antecedents to
construct the meaning of what was being said. This was stated by P3, one of the moderate
scoring participants:
When I heard ‘handicraft’, I told myself that it was about hand-made stuff, but
then it [the audio] didn’t say anything about items or products until I heard, ‘his
father’, ‘he’, ‘him’ and ‘the great scientist’, I realized immediately that the audio
text was about a person [Hans Krebs], not about ‘handicraft’, as I had previously
misunderstood.
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3) Discourse processes
Discourse processing occurs when the listener is constructing a discourse
representation of what is being said. It is the highest level of listening comprehension
processing (Field, 2013). Among the four types of discourse processing indicated by Field
(2013), namely selecting, integrating, self-monitoring and structure building, the data
obtained indicate only two types of processing, structure building and self-monitoring. Both
of which were used only by P1, the moderate scoring participant who scored the highest in
this study, in the two tasks that require an oral summary.
3.1) Structure building
The data indicated that P1 appeared to use this process only in the task that
required an oral summary of listening. Because of the time constraints imposed by the oral
summary task, this participant mentally outlined his summary while listening. He said, when
watching his video, “here towards the end of the listening, I planned what I was going to say
in the summary … from what I remember”.
3.2) Self-monitoring
What is different between the highest-scoring participant (P1) and the lowestscoring one (P2) is that, after they had predicted what the listening was going to be about, the
lowest scorer (P2) listened and searched only for words she thought might help in
constructing her predicted story. She was not aware that her predicted story could be wrong.
The higher scorer (P1), though, was trying to predict and construct a mental outline, whilst
also self-monitoring his own understanding by paying full attention to the rest of the
listening, picking up on other key points and, realizing that his mental outline was not
accurate, adjusting it. This participant (P1) said:
At the beginning, I thought the speaker was going to describe the work of Hans
Krebs so I planned to listen how Krebs’s Cycle works, but then when the speaker
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mentioned ‘obstacles’ and ‘example of how people have overcome difficulty in
life’, I realized that the point he [the speaker] was making was about how people
became successful in life rather than the work of a famous scientist. As you can
see (this participant pointed to his video), I went back and corrected what I’d
noted down before.

In sum, the stimulated recall data reveal that the participants activated several types of
cognitive processing while doing the listening-to-summarize tasks. The processes identified
correspond to three main types of processing in Field’s framework, i.e. linguistic, semantic
and discourse. At the level of linguistic processing, listeners decode, word search and
syntactically parse. Semantic processing involves identifying the speaker’s intention,
inferencing and referencing. Discourse processing includes self-monitoring and structure
building. Two types of discourse processing, i.e. selecting and integrating, were not shown in
the stimulated recall data. Although the findings are presented in sequential order, it should
be noted that, during actual processing, most of the time these processes occurred in parallel
and were interactive.

5. Discussion
The results suggest that it is possible for listening-to-summarize tasks to tap into the
higher levels of cognitive processing while listening and the processes necessary in academic
listening contexts. That is, as they appeared to perform successfully on the tasks, the
participants in this study had to engage in meaning construction and discourse processing.
According to Field (2013), these are higher-level processes used by proficient listeners and
necessary for success in academic studies. Although the tasks allowed the participants to
employ higher-level cognitive listening processes, the low scoring participant appeared to
process mainly at the linguistic processing level, perhaps due to linguistic knowledge
limitations.
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The different modalities (speaking and writing) required after the listening tasks
appeared to affect the listening processes slightly. That is, the oral summary component
appeared to force one participant to engage in structure building while listening, whereas
writing summary did not. This is evident in P1’s recall statement. P1 reported that he was
aware of the lack of time to construct what he was going to say before having to speak, so he
was structuring the content of his summary towards the end of his listening task. In this case,
it might be possible that if the participant had more time to prepare after the listening as it
was in the case of the writing summary, he might not have involved in structural building.
However, because of the unique characteristics of an oral summary task that allow less than
one minute to prepare before speaking, the participant was forced to engage in structural
building while listening. The other processes tapped into by the tasks are however, in general,
quite similar.

6. Conclusion
This study has sought to describe the construct or abilities underlying integrated test
tasks or, more specifically, listening-to-summarize tasks. Knowing what exactly this task type
assesses is crucial for interpretations and inferences made on the basis of test scores obtained
from this item type. By conceptualizing the construct underlying the tasks as cognitive
processes used by test takers, the study has investigated and revealed the processes that testtakers engage in during task performance. The analysis of stimulated recall data shows that
listening-to-summarize tasks tap into three main types of processing, corresponding to Field’s
framework, i.e. linguistic, semantic and discourse processing. Moderate scoring participants,
categorized according to their overall performance scores, were found to engage more in
higher-level processes, i.e. meaning construction and discourse processing. These processes,
according to Field (2013), are used by proficient listeners and are necessary for success in
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academic listening. The low scoring participant, however, was found to process mainly at the
linguistic processing level, perhaps due to linguistic knowledge limitations. In further
investigation, it would thus be useful to find out what processes determine individuals’
success in task performance and what sources of knowledge, e.g. linguistic or non-linguistic
knowledge, individuals mainly rely on to complete tasks successfully.
The findings presented in this study rely exclusively upon stimulated recalls
conducted with four ESL Thai participants studying towards their postgrad studies. There
appear some concerns regarding the use of stimulated recalls. That is, in some cases listening
processes occur automatically and participants may not be aware of the processes they have
used. Another concern is that by the time the participants had completed the summary, they
might not be able to clearly think back to the way in which they processed the listening text.
Regarding these, other research methods are highly recommended to supplement stimulated
recall data in future research. One of the methods that could be useful is an analysis of the
summary content produced by test takers as it has been acknowledged to reveal processes
activated in task completion (Johns & Mayes, 1990). In addition, since this study involved a
small number of participants in one particular context and only one coder was used in data
coding, the generalization of the results to different L1 background and learning contexts
should, thus, be done with care.
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